
MARVIN AWAKENTM  SKYLIGHT



GLASS Flush glazing sheds debris 
and prevents pooling

SLEEK DESIGN Narrow sightlines 
provide more visible daylight 
compared to current offerings from 
other manufacturers

FRAME Fiberglass frame with 
stainless steel hardware

HIDDEN SCREEN Awaken’s unique 
parallel projection only requires a 
screen around the perimeter of the 
frame, which results in a clear, screen-
free view of the outdoors

SHADES Integrated room-darkening 
or light-filtering shades available

LIGHTING Dimmable LED lights 
tunable from 2200k (comparable 
to light at sunrise/sunset) to 5500k 
(comparable to the sun at noon) 
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DISCOVER

MARVIN AWAKENTM SKYLIGHT
The Awaken Skylight was built to harness light and air in new ways. This smart skylight 

is the first to offer built-in, tunable lighting that mimics the ideal color temperature of 

natural light to provide the right light at the right time. Its unique, connected features 

make it easy to live better.

TEST SKYLIGHT  
FIXED

AWAKEN 
SKYLIGHT  

FIXED

AWAKEN 
SKYLIGHT 
VENTING*

Air Test / PSF .01 .02 .07

Water Test / PSF 7.5 7.5 6

Structure Test / PSF +100/-75 +100/-75 +80/-60

WDMA Rating PG50 PG50 PG40

NFRC U-Factor .4 .4 .47

Solar Heat Gain .26 .26 .25

Visible Transmitance .59 .59 .59

*  Tested with Max CN width 32" by Max CN height 60". Contact Marvin for additional test data in other sizes.

MARVIN SKYLIGHT

This simplified skylight features a streamlined, low-profile 
frame that doesn’t include venting, lighting, or shade options. 
The skylight is designed with an integrated condensation 
management system and is built from a structural polymer 
that cannot rot.
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FIXEDVENTING

MARVIN AWAKEN SKYLIGHT

A smart skylight that offers a fixed unit that features tunable 
lighting, VOC sensors, integrated shades, and smart home 
features. Or, Awaken offers an operating unit that offers three 
unique options that can be added to the skylight a-la-carte: 
projection venting, tunable LED lights, and motorized shades.

SPECIFICATIONS FINISHES

GUNMETAL
EXTERIOR

EBONY
EXTERIOR
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MARVIN PORTFOLIO OF SKYLIGHTS



To learn more, visit us at MARVIN.COM.
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QUICK CONTROLS
These simple and intuitive 
controls operate the venting, 
lighting, and shades in one  
room or throughout the home.

MODES
Enjoy prebuilt modes like 
Concentrate, Energize, and Relax, 
or custom build your own mode.

SCHEDULES
Schedule reoccurring modes 
to automatically tailor your 
environment throughout the day.

ALERTS
Receive mobile alerts when the 
unit shuts after sensing rain or 
when a change in indoor VOC 
levels are detected.

WELL-BEING AT

YOUR FINGERTIPS
The Marvin Home app was developed to offer additional 

operational control for the Awaken skylight beyond the 

physical control switch and it truly sets Awaken apart from 

other skylights. The app provides users with the ability 

to integrate smart home platforms and easily control the 

ventilation, lighting, and shading of the connected  

Awaken skylight. 

The Marvin Home App is available for 
download in Google Play (Android devices) 
and the App Store (iOS devices). 


